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ABSTRACT
In advanced steady-state tokamak scenarios, a substantial fraction of the
necessary plasma current will be provided by the bootstrap current. We con-
sider the possibility of enhancing the bootstrap current using radio frequency
(RF) waves. The velocity-space distribution function for electrons satisfies
the drift kinetic equation which includes radial drifts due to magnetic field
gradient and curvature. RF waves are then included by adding a quasilin-
ear diffusion operator to the drift kinetic equation. The resulting bootstrap
current is then found by taking the usual velocity-space moment of the RF-
modified electron distribution. Analytic solutions using several techniques,
including an expansion in small parameters, will be considered for different
RF waves (lower hybrid, fast Alfven waves, electron cyclotron). Numerical
methods for solving the drift kinetic equation will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In advanced steady-state tokamak scenarios, a substantial fraction of the
necessary plasma current will be provided by the bootstrap current. The
bootstrap current was initially predicted by the neoclassical theory of trans-
port in toroidally shaped plasmas [1]. If we consider a plasma in the shape of
a cylindrical torus, then the confinement of this plasma by a magnetic field
results in a gradient of plasma pressure inwards along the minor radius. The
diffusion of particles against this gradient drives a current in the toroidal
direction. Quantitatively, this current has a value
J11 (r)1/2142
Neoclassical kinetic theory, which includes electron guiding center drifts,
gives an electron distribution function which is asymmetric with respect to
the direction of motion along the magnetic field, which results in the boot-
strap current.
Radio frequency waves can be used to generate the remainder of the cur-
rent in steady state tokamaks. In current drive, RF waves interact primarily
with those electrons which move in resonance with the phase velocity of the
waves. In this particular resonant region of velocity space, the diffusion of
electrons can be modelled by a quasilinear operator [2]. In the absence of
the bootstrap current, it is the balance of this quasilinear diffusion with colli-
sions which gives the steady-state distribution of electrons in velocity space.
Usually RF waves interact with tail electrons; however, they can be used to
modify the bulk distribution.
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In studying the effect of RF waves on neoclassical theory, we hope to
show that by using RF to selectively diffuse electrons in velocity space, we
can increase the asymmetry of the electron distribution along the magnetic
field and enhance the bootstrap current. In particular, parallel diffusion of
trapped electrons so they become untrapped in the direction of the bootstrap
current may give current enhancement [3].
DRIFT KINETIC EQUATION
The steady-state distribution function f of electrons is assumed to be
averaged over the magnetic gyromotion, and, for an axisymmetric tokamak,
is independent of the toroidal angle 4. Under these assumptions, f can be
written as a function of the guiding center coordinates r and 0 and two
constants of the motion, the electron's energy E and magnetic moment M.
Then f will satisfy the steady-state form (O f/at = 0) of the drift kinetic
equation (DKE)
Be18f afBoIf+VD, = C(f)+Q(f). (1)
In terms of the coordinates (E, y, r, 0), the parallel velocity is given by
v11 (E, /, r,0; o-) = [ (E - pB(r,9))]1/2  (2)
m
where -a vj/ Ivil = +1 or -1, and the radial drift velocity is
VDr(E, y, r,0) = ---.--- (hvii), (3)
eB, r a
where h = R/RO = 1 + (r/R) cos 0. The current is found by taking the
first-order velocity space moment of f, J11 = -ef &dv vllf.
APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
The DKE (1) is a partial differential equation in four dimensions, which
makes finding a general solution for f(E, p, r,0) complicated. One way to
reduce the number of dimensions is to average over one bounce orbit in 0.
This bounce average is defined as
{A} d-A/ -d (4)
where the integral is taken from 6 = -7r to +7r for passing particles and from
0 = -0, to 0, for trapped particles.
An approximate solution for f can be obtained by expanding in terms of
two small parameters. The first of these expansion parameters is the ratio of
the width of a banana orbit to the tokamak's minor radius, Ab/a = 6 < 1.
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The second parameter is the ratio of the electron collision frequency (as
evaluated in the collision operator C) to the frequency of bounce orbits,
V0/Wb =1 < 1. Expanding in these parameters gives f = fjo) + bf(o) +
ifj 1 + f + - - -. Substituting this into (1) and equating terms of the
same order, we get
Be 1 fao)
V~ j -- 0 (5)
B 1 = C(fo)) + Q(fO)) (6)
B6 1f *__ cBfjo)
V B 80 VDr ae 1 a9fl' 
__ r (o ( (8)
vB = - C(f*))+Q(f 1 ). (8)
The bounce average of (6) gives an equation for fj*):
0 = {C(fj )) + Q(fO*))}. (9)
This is the equation for the modified electron distribution due to RF effects.
The bootstrap current is contained in the f O) term, so we only solve for f()
and f 0) From (7) and (3), we find the 0-dependent part of f ):
f(O) = m f () (10)B-ovIll + A(0
Finally, to find the 0-independent quantity fI*), we must bounce average (8).
Alternatively, we can use the adjoint technique [4,5], which may allow us
to solve for the plasma current without finding all the details of the electron
distribution. This technique makes use of the self-adjoint property of the
linearized collision operator C in the DKE (1). For any two distribution
functions f and g which are slightly perturbed from a Maxwellian fM, the
adjoint property can be written as
J dv gf, 1C(f)= dov ff7fC(g). (11)
If f is the solution of (1) and we let g be the toroidal generalization of
the Spitzer-Harm distribution function [6], then we can express the parallel
current in terms of g:
g= - f9da [ - + 1m vih ]ge-E/Te (12)27rq BoeB,, r ~9r a
Although originally applied only to RF and beam driven currents, the adjoint
technique has been used to predict the bootstrap current in the absence of
RF waves [7]. RF waves can be included as shown in (12).
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ANALYSIS
The equations discussed above can be solved analytically and numerically
to study the net current produced by bootstrap in conjunction with several
different types of RF waves, including lower hybrid waves, fast Alfven waves,
and electron cyclotron waves. This will allow us to predict an RF scheme
which can modify the electron distribution to provide an enhanced bootstrap
current.
Numerically, the distribution function is defined on a set of grid points in
four dimensions, and the conjugate gradient method can be used to relax the
distribution to a value which satisfies the steady-state condition 1(2)2 = 0.
Because a grid in four dimensions requires a very large number of points, we
are adapting our algorithms toward solving the four-dimensional DKE in its
complete form on a parallel processing machine.
Solving the equations for a reduced number of dimensions is possible on
the NERSC Crays. Using the approximations described in the last section,
the grid is reduced to two dimensions. The collision term is replaced by a
linear operator, taken from the model of a system where electron collisions
are dominated by a fixed Maxwellian background of ions with a large value
of Z.
Our current study of the RF-bootstrap interaction is focused on the cre-
ation and optimization of the numerical solvers described above to produce
enough significant data to suggest an analytic formulation.
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